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Background






For patients with an intermediate risk for cardiovascular disease (CVD;
5%−7.5% 10-year risk), the 2013 guidelines of the American College of
Cardiology and the American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) recommend
1
either no statin therapy or moderate-intensity statin therapy (MST).
The guidelines also note that markers other than the traditional risk factors
1
may help with treatment decisions for patients with intermediate CVD risk.
Low-density lipoprotein particle (LDL-P) levels have been shown to be
independently associated with CVD risk among patients with low or
2
intermediate risk and could inform treatment decisions in these patients.
Objective: The investigators modeled the outcomes and costs of different
strategies of statin therapy and evaluated whether using LDL-P levels as
an independent risk factor could be a cost-effective aid in statin treatment
decisions.

Methods




For patients with intermediate CVD risk, 5 hypothetical care strategies
were evaluated:
1. No statin therapy: All patients treated with no statin therapy
2. MST: All patients treated with MST
3. HST: All patients treated with high-intensity statin therapy (HST)
4. LDL-P + MST: Patients in the top 10% of LDL-P levels treated with
MST; others not treated
5. LDL-P + HST: Patients in the top 10% of LDL-P levels treated with
HST; others treated with MST
A Markov model was developed to evaluate costs (payer perspective) and
utilities for each care strategy in a hypothetical cohort of 100,000
individuals at intermediate CVD risk over a 5-year time horizon. Outcomes
included CVD events, revascularization events, statin-related adverse
events (eg, diabetes), and quality-adjusted life years (QALYs).

Results





The HST strategy reduced costs and resulted in fewer CVD and
revascularization events compared to other strategies. However, it was
associated with 739 more cases of diabetes than the MST strategy.
Compared to the MST strategy, the LDL-P + HST strategy reduced costs
by $4.67 million and resulted in 134 fewer CVD events, 81 fewer
revascularization events, 74 additional diabetes diagnoses, and 115
additional QALYs.
Compared to the no-statin-therapy strategy, the LDL-P + MST strategy
reduced costs by $3.25 million and resulted in 97 fewer CVD events, 97
fewer revascularization events, 36 additional diabetes diagnoses, and 44
additional QALYs.
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In this hypothetical intermediate-risk cohort, use of HST in all individuals
saved costs and improved outcomes compared to other tested strategies.
However, for clinicians and patients who are considering no-treatment or
MST (consistent with ACC/AHA guidelines) LDL-P testing can help identify
patients who might benefit most from MST (for those considering
treatment) or HST (for those considering MST).
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